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Students may face quality-control tests
By .leff Elder
Daly stall writer
Assessment. designed to make higher education accountable to the legislature for
funding and hi search out areas where students are not progressing adequately, could
come to the California State University and
California Community College systems
within five years.
A quality -control sy stem, assessment will
probably mean additional testing and added
pressure on students. faculty arid fidministralion: higher tuition, amid, if successful, great
improvements in both sy stems.
A 25 -member task force has been created
to study how to bring assessment to the CSU
and community college systems thanks to a
bill by Assemblyman Tom Hayden.
Curtis Richards. Hayden’s consultant on
higher education, said Hayden plans to release another bill calling for implementation
of an assessment system in early 1989, after
the task force has presented its findings.

Richards s,uid California was "about three
to live years away" from developing an assessment system.
John Richardson. a California State University. San Bernardino student on the task
force. told the Associated Students Hoard of
Directors last Wednesday that "assessment
is going to happen."
Richardson is not alone in thinking that assessment is coming to the CM, system.
Asked it she believed assessment was on
its way to SJSU. Academic Vice President
Arlene Okerlund said. "All evidence points
that wit), .
Assessment has taken different forms in
Tennessee. !Missouri, Florida and New Jersey. where it lia% been implemented in the
last decade.
Richardson and Richards agreed that part
of the task force’s job will be to study these
other states systems to determine what good
points California can borrow from them.
At Northeast Missouri State University --

considered by Richards to be the best model
of assessment in the nation - test scores
were greatly improved. At the same time.
students’ job opportunities were expanded
because high test scores were made available
to employers.
Conversely. in Florida students ’scoring
low on tests faced punitive measures which
lowered their class standings by a year.
Richardson and Associate Academic Vice
President Lee Mims/ agreed that a system
like Florida’s would not he appropriate here.
"At least early on. assessment should be
used to improve student performance. not
prevent class advancement." Donis/ said.
Fs en ;it Northeast Missouri State. Richardson said. assessment was not accepted
immediately . ’There were a lot of problems
at first. getting students and faculty to buy
into it." he said.
"Students typically resent the tuition
hikes, additional testing and gov ernmental
monitoring brought on by ,i,,essinent."

’At least early on,
assessment should be
used to improve student
performance.’
Lee

Dorosz,

Assoc. Academic Vice President
Richardson said.
"Faculty often feel threatened by assessment." he added. "They don’t want the
added workload nor their curriculums to be
homogenired or feel that they are teaching
for a test." Richardson said, alluding to the
end -of-semester test used to evaluate how
well professors have taught their curriculum.
Richardson also said administration often
resents :issessment projects dipping into base

funds.
"Still.- he said. "the legislature’s attitude is ’we’re going to push you, pressure
"
you until you do
For assessment to work, students and faculty must help the governmental groups develop the system .
"Comprehensive assessment is going to
have to be locally implemented," Richards
said. ’There is a great paranoia and phobia
that this will result in standardiied tests and
that is all. That is not going to happen."
Richardson said he supports a system that
includes student attitudinal input that goes
beyond testing and that directly benefits students. He added that faculty should design
the system.
Using these opinions and others gathered
while touring campuses throughout the
United States v, here assessment has been implemented. Richardson and his fellow committee members Y. ill decide how to test California’s higher education sy stem.

Spartan City residents to stay;
judge upholds Aug. 1 closure
en ra uc - iauysma
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Dav id Dahlquist is one of several children who spent Thursday morning
ping around the tent city set up by Spartan (’ity residents.

Ry Hazel Whitman
Daily staff writer
Spartan City residents can remain
in their apartments until Aug. I
Santa Clara County Superior Court
Judge Leslie C. Nichols ruled Friday.
Nichols granted an injunction that
he described as permitting due process of lass to be carried out.
"Specific relief is being sought
11111 sA ill preserve the status quo."
hols said.
Gen Fliiioka. an attorney rep-

resenting the Spartan Cii. residents,
called the decision "a great. well deserved victory.
"One has to realire that families
have suffered quite a bit. The university has been arbitrary as the decision to close 1Sn:in:in City) was not
based on facts," Fujioka said.
He also said."The university
showed the judge the best thoy had
and it didn’t justify init.* those
people out into the streets
Richard Staley, SJSV public information officer, said the university

Matthew
From left. attorneys Jeffrey Pierce. 711yra Prestige. Linda Deacon and
I:en Fujiiika listen to James Towery give his opening argument in favor

Engineering construction
70% complete, state says
CSU inspector
happy with progress
By Dani Parkin
Daily staff writer
A lot can happen in six weeks.
Stich fast changes can be seen in
the emerging engineering building.
While students enjoyed winter
break, building completion neared.
going from 35 percent overall completion to nearly 70 percent. said
Herb Cleaveland. California State
University chief inspector.
The working crew varied from
120 to ISO people each day. Ninetyfive percent of these are subcontractors. These men and women are
doing a "classic textbook good job." Cleaveland said.
He credits the success of the project to Harry Widen, project manager for Perini Corp.. the general
contractor. (’leaveland said Widen’s
excellent job of hiring has been in-

strumental to the on -time performance.
Widen says that "it’s going very
He expects that the new
well.
building will he finished by its August 1988 deadline and ready for students next semester.
Construction. which began last
December. has advanced to the finishing stages including paint and installing tile.
"When you put a light switch in,
installation of the box behind the
wall is rough -in work, putting the
face plate on the will is finishing
(work)." Cleveland said.
Cleaveland also said that the
rough -in work. which includes the
installation of the heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC).
is 95 percent complete. The finishing work is 20 percent done.
The skylights were scheduled to
arrive at the end of last week, he
said.
The inside of the building has an
eerie half-lit atmosphere. Wires
See .HUILDING page 3
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of moving the Spartan City closure date hack to Aug. I. Santa Clara
County Superior Court Judge I.eslie C. Nichols ruled for the residents,

will abide by the decision of the
court.
"We’ve said all along the court
was the place for a fair and impartial
hearing of the issues." Staley said.
’The court ruling, however, does
not in any way change the university ’s position that the early closing
was fOr the protection of the students
and their families.**
The judge said the arguments
made in court by both the universi
ty’s attorneys and the counselors tot
the Spartan City Family Association
were sincere and straight -forward.
’Tough decisions don’t get
easy,’’ Nichols said.
While discussing the basis for his
decision, Nichols said reasonable
people would suffer a severe hardship if not allowed to stay in their
homes.
Jeffrey Pierce, deputy attorney
general for the state of California
and the university’s lawyer. argued
in court that there was no lease or
contract between the university and
the Spartan City residents.
Nichols also said that documents
indicate SJSU is concerned about the
possibilitiy of the occurrence of an
earthquake or a fire.
While saying the issues in the case
are %eying. Nichols maintained that
records show minimal life safety and
fire standards had been met.
James Towery, one of the four
lawyers representing the Spartan
City Family Association, said that
"behind the legal rehetoric" lies the
fact that SJSU broke its word when it
sought to change the Aug I . closuie
of the housing complex.
"The issue is moving the closure
from August to Febuary : the university knows no new information about
fire danger." Tow ery said.
Thursday Spartan City residents
created a tent city on the lawn outside of Tower Hall. where SJSU
President Gail Fullerton’s office is
located.
Tenants of the low-cost family
housing complex describe their "remodeling" efforts as a peaceful and
symbolic action to bring attention to
the issue of equal access to education,
Fullerton and SJSU Executive
Vice President Dan Buerger were
both unavailable for comment Friday .
had originally
The anise’s,’

’The university
showed the judge
the best they had
and it didn’t justify
putting those people
out into the streets.’
Gen

Fujioka.

Spartan City attorney

a
planned to close Spartan City
group of housing units on South Seventh Street that were once used as
World War II military barracks -in August 198%. Earthquake and
lire concerns caused the date to he
move to Feb. I .
On the first day of school. at about
6 a.m., residents erected use tents of
different si/es that were covered
with small "Rebuild Spartan City"
signs. The temporary canvas housing remained standing until approximately I p.111. Thursday.
The Spartan City residents have
sought support from hical state
Assmebly man John Vasconcellos.
1)-San Jose.
"We want to create a win -wilt
(situation and) find a way everyone
can he considered land) to pros ide
very
replacement housing which
important to John Vasconcellos."
said Scott Strickland, the assembly man’s administrati%e assistant.
Strickland said the outcome would
he one based upon compromise.
Kelli Waterfield, a resident of
Spartan City for three -and -a -half
years, spoke about compr ’se% of
another sort She talked about the
changes she would have had to make
in the way she raised her two children. le Nae. K. and Viiiny.. 2. if the
Feb. I eviction date was not rescinded.
"The hardest part is that my kids
won’t he able to go outside and play
in the same way they :ire used to.
A’aterlield said.

Parking 1A: Learning to park at SJSU
By Serena Griffith
Daily staff writer
All’s fair ill litre and war.
Though parking near SJSU may
seem like a weekday war, all isn’t
fair. New and returning students
have to follow a set of university
rules:
Students must display a valid
temporary E permit or load and unloading permit when parked behind dorm receiving areas, and in
all F. lots. Load/unloading permits
may be obtained free of charge at
the office of Traffic and Parking in
the Seventh Street Garage.
Students who encounter vehicle problems must advise the Office of Traffic and Parking between 7:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. or the
University Police Department after
5 p.m. so that a "No Cite" can be
placed on the vehicle for one day.
Vehicles disabled longer than one
day can obtain a special permit
from the Office of Traffic and
Parking.
Permit parking is enforced 24

Law changes rules for those contesting citations
A recent California citation lay, has SJSII students,
faculty. and staff undergoing a new procedure if they
wish to contest a parking ticket.
Under the new law, which took effect in June
19117, only the officer who issues a citation can void it.
No other University Police Department official can do
so,
The old law allowed other UPI) officials as well as
the issuing officer to void a citation.
To accommodate this new law, "Citation Review
Requests" are available at the Office of Parking Managenient. said UPD Lt. Shannon Maloney. Anyone
wanting to void a citation must till out the form, giving
specific reasons as to why they feel it should be
voided.
The decision to void or not to void is left "strictly
to the officers.’’ Maloney said.

hours a day. seven days a week in
all F. lots and garages.
* Students who possess a valid
S permit can park in any E lot from

He explained that the citation law was J response
to the discovery that a ranking San Diego police officer was voiding the citations of political allies and
friends.
CalitOmia laws were mended to prevent such
abuses. hut Maloney said some people think the
changes are only campus regulations.
’They ’re laws." he said.
If the issuing officer does not void the citation
based on the reasons given in the "Citation Review
Request.’ the matter may he taken to court.
Anyone with special parking needs should contact
the Office of Parking Management in advance. Mali),
ney said, adding that the department can accommodate
"almost anything,’’
Serena Griffith

6 p.m. Friday to 6 a.m. Monday.
Vehicles parked before 6p.m. Friday or after 6 a.m. Monday will he
cited.

Mlle /one parking is available only. in Lot 6 (Ninth and San
Salvador streets). Lot I (Seventh
Sri’.PARKING page 5
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Editorials

Lets go slowly
on assessment
T\kenty years ago Toni Hayden was protest mg the Vietnam war and disrupting the
1)emocratic National Convention.
Nfm he Ivants to whip California’s youth
11110 sildpC.
ILI \ den is the father of state Assembly bill
2016. %% Inch created a task force to look into
of bringing assessment, a
the po;sihilit
method I if qual it) -control that is. currently the
rage in higher education. to the California State
t ’111\ersit and Community College systems.
(’urns Richard.. a consultant to Hayden’s
suh-committee on higher education, said the
task force tv as created because "There is no
mechanism for determining 11 institutions are
doing what the) are supposed to be doing with
the 55 billion California gives higher education."
To he lair. there are parts of the country.
like Missouri and New Jersey, where assessment has worked cif) \\ ell. improving state
um \ ersities h) testing students to see which
classes were not teaching them electively. At
Northeast \lissouri Stale LniversitY . assessment even heiNd AlliklItS get johs hy making
high test scores at a i lable to employers.
Despite the positive anecdotes, there are
reasons kir all witilr. of a campus community
to he %%at-) of assessment. In Florida. lov, -scoring students become the victims of punitive
measures. which can drop their class standing
trom junior to sophomore. for example. But
%%an. there’s more had tie% . for students: assessment will most surely result in more testing. and perhaps even result in a tuition increase.
Sonic faculty leel threatened by assessment’s challenge to their performance. and are
worried that testing could be interpreted to say
they are doing a poor job.

And sonic administrations are irked by the
idea tn outside groups cooling on campus to
e \ aluate sensitive and personal issues like "attitudinal development’’, or the "c ix ilizing" 01
students. something Hayden in his heyda
suck k ould have insisted was run by the CIA
In three to five years
the time frame the
will
assessment system V. ill take to develop
SJSU students he blessing assessment for new
jobs or cursing it tor dropping them into a
lower class standing’?
For the time being. that all depends on the
task force.

Fewer ads force
budget cutbacks
to a lack of funds, the voice of the
Due
Spartan Daily will he heard less loudly
this semester. Twelve page publications
and special issues will he a rarity, with the
usual Entertainer tabloid contained in Thursday’s paper eliminated all together.
While the stock market tumble economically demolished America’s big business in
198X. it is downtown’s "facelift" that is to
blame for the Daily’s economic downfall. said
Dennis Brown, chairman of the journalism and
mass
anmunications department. Construction nuisance has detoured patrons from frequenting local businesses, and because of this.
merchants choose to reduce campus advertising.
The Spartan Daily was rated the No. I fouryear college paper by the Associated Collegiate
Press last year. With such an honor, we don’t
think penny-pinching will help to keep up that
quality.
Aside from credentials, however, students
and staff should he concerned that coverage of
university affairs will be diminished. The
watchdog of the university may be muzzled, allowing less scrutinizing on important happenings. particularly regarding Associated Student
Board of Director’s activities and decisions
made by university administrators. Moreover.
the number of letters to the editor might be cut
back due to occasional advertisements on the
Forum Page.
The Spring semester will he a time of famine for the Spartan Daily and. therefore, its
coverage of issues that are important to the students of SJSU.

Simon stands ahead of the pack
He is thc I is Costello of politics
a timid. polite genius, who is
by
intelligent
characteriied
statements rather than an intimidating presence.
Protected by his how tied, decent guy image. Sen Paid Simon Call
promote his non-compoimisin,2lit
eral ideas without attiaoing too
much heat from his opponents ii the
public. After all. it isn’t fan to hit a
who wears horn -rimmed
man
glasses.
After eight yeins if Republican
rule. most I>enuici ats are afraid the
yoters won’t aLcept them if they
campaign on II leo paro’s traditional
issues of jobs and ;2oyemment acti% ism. But Simon talks about progressive taxes, public works programs
and cutting the military budget. His
foreign-policy v icws are a liberal
Democrat’s dri-a is come true.
He oppose. Contra aid. Star
Wars, the MX Missile, nuclear testing and wants the I ’tilted Nations to
handle the problems in the Persian
Gulf.
He doesn’t belie% e America has
any enemies and said in the Oct. 5.
147 issue of the New Republic. "If
Ronald Reagan had once been an exchange student in Moscow . my
guess is we would he living in a different world today
Acknowledging that ’’ there is some paranoia" on

a
Katarina Jonholt
both sides, he said. "What we have
to do is understand each other."
When asked how he would finance new social programs while at
the same time reducing the federal
deficit. Simon said he would "ask
the weaaluest of Americans. who
have benefited greatly over the past
seven years to pay an income-tax
surcharge .
To talk about raising taxes at election time is politically suicidal. But
Simon pulls it off by saying not that
he vs ill /mike the rich pay. but that he
will 04, them to pay. His politeness
would seem naive if it weren’t for

the sarcastic bite in the statement
about how the upper class has had it
easy during the Reagan years.
Contrary to most politicians, this
man "bites much worse than he
barks." which. incidentally, is a line
from an Fly is Costello song.
Like Costello, Simon understands
how to use his looks and his image to
his advantage. His old-fashioned
clothes and mild manners signal to
the public that he is traditional, reliable and trustworthy.
After the demoraliting scandals of
Hart and Biden. Simon’s approach
appeals to an increasing number of
Democratic voters. He has gone
from being the ridiculed. long -shot
candidate to winning the caucus in
Iowa. It’s a brilliant scam.
Simon isn’t simple. He has four
college degrees, the highest of which
is doctorate in law. He served four
terms in the House of Representatives. two in the Senate and was
named "best legislator" seven
times. He has written II txxiks and.
as his wife, Jeanne. said, "That’s
probably more than Ronald Reagan
has read.
In the past, intelligence hasn’t
been an essential factor in winning
the presidential race. But it takes
brains and sensitivity to handle the
often delicate affairs of a U.S. president. Paul Simon has both.

TV ads ruin rock ’n’ roll classics
"It’s so easy to own Terkel.’’
telex ision commercial musically.
proclaims. Another incorporates a
tune called "Oh. Buick!" and ends
with a shot of a young red-haired
man in sun glasses. The young man
is supposed to represent the late
Buddy Hilly, w hose songs these two
ads bastardize. But just as the ads’
songs are nothing but commercial insults to the originals, the red-haired
man is nothing hut a model dolled up
and posed to look like one of rock
’n’ roll’s heroes.
I cringe when I see these ads, and
it infuriates me that Buick had the
audacity to pose a Holly -imitator
supposedly lending credence to the
theft of his songs.
Now, of course someone sold
Buick and Toyota the rights to these
songs. but it sure wasn’t Buddy
Holly.
What angers me about many of
these commercials is that they take
the bite out of what were once
revolutionary great
even
songs. They change the lyrics to endorse products produced by huge
corporations. and in so doing. they
rob us of one of our most personal
and dynamic cultures.
Other commercials, like the Nike
’Revolution’’ ads. use the original
music: I have less I it a problem with
them. Some ads in this genre. like
Turn,
magazine ’,"Turn.
Time
Turn" ad and Life’s ad in which Ray
Charles sings "America." I even
enjoy. These ads not only have the
original music, they also show real
people, great Americans like Martin
I.uther King and John F. Kennedy.
These ads seem to he saying "Rock
’n’ roll is a big part of American culture. just as these people are.’’
It should he said, however, that
simply using the original music, or
not changing the lyrics makes for an
ad that retains the original character
of an all-time great rock ’n’ roll
tune. I resent, for instance, Nike’s
interpretation of "Revolution" as
meaning the fitness revolution. John
Lennon wrote that song at is time
when the country was being tom
apart by the Vietnam war. I have always felt the song helped to soothe
some of the conflict and uproar of

now becoming corporate America’s
bread-and-butter. Teen-agers once
drove in chronic-laden American
cars to diners where. as Chuck Berry
sang. "hamburgers sittle on an
open grill night and day." It %k
those places where a quarter got you
a dose of Sam Cooke or James
Brown.

Jeff Elder
the times without selling out or at tempting to tranquilfie people’s con cents. I don’t think it has anything to
do with Howie Long and running
shoes. Using the original lyrics is not
necessarily enough. The images on
the screen mean something. too.
The majority of commercials
using rock ’n’ roll tunes, however.
mangle the original song almost be yond recognition. Inevitably these
ads also use wholesome, all -Amencan models who have about as much
to do with rock ’n’ roll today as Pat
Boone did when Hudddy Holly was
cranking out his great hits.
The Madison Avenue ilk seem to
think they can take a pretty tow headed model from the Midwest. put
Ray Bans and pink satin on her, and
have something as wild and creative
us. say. Little Richard’s antics.
They’re dead wrong.
About 10 years ago I remember
hearing a Muzak veision of the
Stones "Sympathy for the Devil
in an elevator. At the same time
many of the great little hamburger
joints in my hometown of Nashville.
Tenn. were being replaced by Mc’
Donald’s. Great cars like Ford
Fairlanes and Falcons were disappearing as Japanese automakers
began to have their way with us.
What began with Jack Kerouac as
a counterculture that threatened the
hell out of mainstream America. was

Now the best we can do is drive in
our "IIs so easy to own’’ Tercels to
the Hard Rock Cafe. There we eat $8
hamburgers and, yes, listen to the
real tunes, hut it is pure nostalgia.
Like the actor who portrayed Ritchie
Valens in the hit movie La
Rumba." the Hard Rock is more
style than substance. Valens was 50
pounds heavier and far less handsome than his imitator. Hard Rock
Cafes are far more glamorous in architecture and decor than the ’50s
diner they imitate.
But these technicolor. shopping
mall imitations are not the real thing.
They sell to us what once was a way
of life. Why do we need Los Lobo.’
(a great band, nevertheless) version
of "La Rumba" when the original is
still perfectly available? Why do
great little diners get knocked down
while Hard Rock Cafes get put up?
Because the real thing doesn’t make
as much money, and, perhaps because the real thing still threatens
mainstream America, and well it
should.
For Christmas I received an Everly Brothers anthology. None of the
songs in the two-record set have
been used in commercials, but it
may just he a matter of time. Almost
all the songs have been covered by
Linda Ronstadts and Art Garfunkles.
But when I hear one of these covers
or another cover of a rock ’n roll
classic by someone like Billy Idol,
or when I turn on the TV and hear "I
couldn’t get to sleep at all last
night. . . thinking ’bout Almond
Delight." I know exactly what to
do.
I just put my Everly Brothers in
my Sam Cooke On my beat up old
stereo, and, you know what? The
real thing sounds just that much
sweeter. Authenticity is the best revenge.

deadline is nearing; this week Congress is
The
scheduled to vote on the Reagan administration’s latest request for more state -sponsored
terrorism in Nicaragua. The president and his ilk
that more
are facing their worst -case scenario
Contra funding will be rejected and peace is liable
to break out in the region.
The issue of Contra funding was created by
Ronald Reagan and the pack of red -baiting ideologues he brought to the executive branch back in
1980. Only six weeks after seizing office. Reagan
signed a directive that classified Nicaragua as a
threat to El Salvador. a conclusion that the Carter
administration not only rejected, but was providing
monetary aid to the fledgling Sandinista government.
The administration has lied about its true goal in
the region, sold arms to terrorists in order to fund
its own terrorists, and even sicked the FBI on independant church and political groups nationwide that
had the audacity to disagree with this arrogant and
murderous U.S. policy.
Hack in 1981. the administration said that it was
forming the contras --- then just a ragged bunch of
former members of Nicaraguan dictator Anastasio
Soma/it’s national guard who were financed by
wealthy exiles -- to bring pressure on the Nicaraguan government to stop arms shipments to rebels
fighting the government of El Salvador. Shortly
thereafter, the U.S. State Department confirmed
that the flow of weapons had stopped.
But that wasn’t enough for the administration
hard-liners who write Reagan’s scripts. Their war
agenda was amended to include making the Sandi
nista,: "say uncle," no easy feat considering the
fact that the Sandinistas were originally formed to
fight against external control of Nicaragua.
All through this war, Nicaragua has continually
offered to negotiate a settlement that the United
States would accept. But the administration has demanded that any talks must be directly with the
Contras. Reagan has also ordered the Sandinistas rut
esprit all Cuban and Soviet advisers: open up opposition ntedia and hold free elections.
Strangely enough. the Sandinistas have offered
to follow through on each of those proposals and
the United States has dismissed each concession as
"a ploy." The Nicaraguan elections held in 1984
were declared by international observers as among
the most fair and free in Central American history.
There were seven opposition parties on the ballot
despite pressure front the United States for a boycott.
Reagan administration’s fanaticism with
The
Central America has even had domestic repercussions: an attempt to stifle any dissent
with the Reagan party line within our own society.
It was recently reported that documents obtained by
the Center for Constitutional Rights revealed the
FBI’s "massive’. campaign of surveillance and infiltration of hundreds of groups opposed to the
United States’ hemispheric bullying. Government
agents even photographed demonstrators and copied license plate numbers at protests.
Talk about freedom of speech. The idea of anyone of spying on anyone actively opposing a governmental policy not only violates the concept of
freedom of speech, it borders on paranoia. This
mindset is based on the idea that anyone who dissents with the current administration must obviously be anti-American. I like to call it the "Letters
to the Editor mentality."
So on Wednesday the House of Representatives
will decide whether to continue Reagan’s dirty little
war against the people of Nicaragua or to stop funding the thugs and support the peace plan negotiated
by Costa Rican President Oscar Arias and the other
Central American president..
An international commission reviewing each
nation’s compliance with the Anas plan issued a secret report to the five Central American presidents
stating that the United States must stop all military
aid to the Contras if the peace plan can succeed.
If our elected representatives on Capital Hill
don’t check their backbones at the door before they
vote, it looks like Reagan’s reign of terror in Central America will finally be ending. No longer will
U.S. taxpayers foot the hill when his brave Contras
attack farms. schools and health clinics.
A congressional vote against Contra aid will in
the long run be a vote for political solutions instead
of armed conflict, and keep a lot of innocent people
from dying at the hands of Reagan’s rebels.
Dave I.anson is the Forum Page editor and
even though he disagrees with many of the government’s policies, he is still a good .merican.
Starting next week Puhliminal Messages will appear each ’Tuesday.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
From you our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By listening
to our readers we can better serve the campus community.

Letters to the editor can be on any
topic. However personal attacks and letters in poor taste will not be published.
All letters may be edited for length or
libel, and the Daily reserves the right to
limit the number of letters on a given topic
after a sufficient amount of comment has
appeared.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bente! Hall or
to the Student Union information desk.
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Simplifying U.S. tax forms
isn’t really all that simple
As they
NEW YORK i APi
grapple with then las returns for
1987 over the next couple of
months. many Americans will
doubtless wonder whatever became of the idea of simplifying
taxes.
That was one of the oft -stated
goals in the movement that led up
to the passage of a sweeping tax
reform bill a year and a half ago.
But somehow it got lost in the
shuffle.
To give reform sponsors their
due, the new law did make considerable progress tow ard simplification on some fronts
It took a good many lower -income people off the ti’, rolls altogether, and chopped aw ay it .1
thick undergrowth of deduciiihns
and credits while reducing tax
rates and the number of tax brackets.
Gone from the tax packets for
1987 are forms for such exercises
as income averaging and the twoearner deduction.
But as in a garden, new weeds

have sprung up to replace the old.
Say hello to Form 85914: Home
Mortgage Interest; Form 8606:
Nondeductible IRA Contributions, IRA Basis and Nontaxable
IRA Distributions; and E..1,
8615: Computation ()I Tax I,.
Children Under Age 14 Who
Have Investment Income of More
than $1.000.
Where there was one kind of
interest before, there now are
consumer interest, inthree
vestment interest and home mortgage interest.
And legislation passed at the
end of last year di%ides one of
iii ism.’ classes. home mortgage inacquisikiest. into two types
tion interest and home equit% inlet est.
The 1987 tax law has stirred up
a good deal of grumbling front
accountants and tax advisers who
make their living keeping up with
the tax system.
"Tax reform again." said the
accounting firm of Ernst & Whinney. "An animal event?

SpartaGuide
Career Planning and Placement
will have an orientation meeting for
computeriied ittteis ew request procedures today at I ill p.m. Call
Cheryl A. Allmen at 94-6033 for
inhirmation.

Kendra Luck Daily

1. i le

stall photographer

many students were on break, SJSU’s new engineering building remained on target for occupancy next semester

Building
f row page /
hang front the floor above, waiting
Iii be attached to the suspended ceiling. Walls are patched in pink fiberglass and grey fireproofing.
Muted pink, blue, and green tones

that outline random doorways and
spot indiscriminate walls hint at the
modern decor to come.
Cleaveland said this phase is enjoyable because "you see it being
finished." But. he added, it is the
most difficult because "intense
coordination is necessary with so
many subcontractors working at

once.
"Extreme accuracy and quality is
going into this building," Cleave land said.
"The subcontractors send their
best people to this project because it
is a university building and considered a prestigious job" he said.
Cleaveland added that there are

checks and balances throughout the
system because of the quality workers.
"They wouldn’t let shabby work
just get by.’ he said. "They would
report it to me first."
Cleaveland said CSU has him
there to "make sure they don’t fudge
to save money .’

Career Planning and Placement
will conduct a tour of the Career Resource Center today at 1:30 p.m.
Call Cheryl A. Allmen at 924-6033
for inforniation.
I I
Campus Ministry will hold an
open house tommorrow from 3 to 5
p.m. in the center at 300 S 10th St.

Brain Ronan() and Debi Thomas
are peaking at the right time. It
might not he enough.
Though they. won the U.S. Figure
Skating Championships last month.
they are Olympic underdogs.
Despite four consecutive national
titles and the 1986 world crown.
Itomino is rated second to current
o iii Id champion Brian Orser of Canada Thomas, who also won the
U.S. and uorld championships in
1986, is ranked behind 1984 Olympic champ Katarina Witt of East
Germany .
Although the United States is
sending one of its strongest figure
skating teams ever to the Winter
Gaines. only Boitano and Thomas
appear likely to challenge for a gold
medal. Soviet couples are heavy favorites in pairs and dance. although
Jill Watson and Peter Oppegard are a
medal threat in pairs.
Boitano skated unimpressively in
the freestyle at the U.S. championships. yet still won easily and wasn’t
particularly disturbed.
"After all the years I’ve been
skating. whether in practice or competition, there have been ups and
downs," the 24 -year-old from Sunnyvale. Calif.. said. "When I’m
skating great. I know there will he a
fall. When I’m in a valley. I know
I’ll peak again.
’It’s part of the training miceilure. I’m on schedule for Calgary.’’
So is Thomas, or al least she says
she is.
"This year. I’m more ready than
lie ever been. That was the plan."
1 homas. 20. of San Jose. Calif .
said. "I think I can be a lot better al
the Oly mpics than I was at national.
You wouldn’t want your hest to 6,,
there. You want to build up to it tiii
the Olympics."
lioitano and Thomas are familial

is ith the Saddledoine, where they.
performed in Skate Canada last fall.
Thomas won, while Floitano was
second to Orser.
"Skate Canada was a big step for
me," Ronan() said. "The acep
tance I got from the people. the way
I skated, the chance to get familiar
with the rink ... that competition was
very important for me."
Orser, who won the 1987 World
Championship after four straight
runner-up finishes in the major international events (1984 Olympics and

SCHOLARSHIPS
$
$
$
Scholarship applications for 1988-89
academic year awards are now available
in the Financial Aid Office, Room 208
Walquist Library South.
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once weekly! On campus!
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Associated Student Leisure Services will have sign-ups for their intramural basketball league today
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Student Services and Activities Office
located behind Spartan Pub. Call
BD Cash at 924-5956 for information.

WLC #219
924-2567/924-2570

Rut lionano’s freesisle program
skated to music from Tv.. "Na1s.
lean and Josephine." is as difficult
as any skated at an Oly mph-, 11 If. ii
tano peaks at Calgary Orser is I
need a sparkling routine to heat him

Apply now!

University Community
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Games.
If the judges feel Orser deserc,
the same stature as Hamilton -- and
with the Olympics on his home icc
- Boitano has little chance.

Applications are available to all continuing SJSU students and must be
filed by March 2, 1988.

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State

;

worlds. 19145 and ’8(, worlds) has
more flash to his skating. Boitano is
better technically.
The difference could come down
to whether the judges view Orser the
way they did Scott Hamilton in
1984. Hamilton, who won four
straight world championships, was a
lock for the gold medal at Sarajevo
as long as he didn’t fall. He didn’t
and won, even though Orser skated
better in the short and long programs.
Boitano was fifth at the Sarajevo

C’ircle-K Club will have an introductory meeting tommorrow at 3:30
p.m. in the Student Union Pacheco
Room. Call Kathy Handa at 4462796 for information.

GIVE YOURSELF SOME CREDIT
And Help
I ligh School Students Earn Theirs!
Earn 1-3 Units of
Credit as a Tutor*
See Project Upward Bound

US skaters may face hard luck in Calgary
Associated Press

Call Natalie Shims at 298-0204 for
information.

fr. SAN JOSE ART 2)ow,-4.4)41,
481 S. Bascom

San Jose
408-298-8422
Open M F 9- 9
Sat 10530
Sun 125

31 W. San Fernando
San Jose

408-294-7773
Open

M -F 95
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RING’.

Date: FEB. 1st - 5th Time: 10AM - 6PM Deposit Required: $20.00
ont Aar, Ararat*,

Place: SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
Meet

with

your Jostens representative

tor hill details See our ompiete ring selection
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on display in your college bookstore
(0,1111-11111
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Spartan women lose;
still winless in PCAA
we gill the shots up’

By Kathy White
Daily staff writer

162’
SJS1.

klatthezIrt. Durham Daily staff photographer

guard LaTasha Cause’ tries for a fast break past I rCSB guard Gia

Albertazzi

Lady gymnasts off to fast start
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iCs 1987 ....hod record of 9.35 on
the tines en bars.
Nakan Inished second in the allaround competition 135.110, taking a
second on the balance beam 19.00)
and a third on the xaultili.g51.
Other top finishers for the Spartans were Marcee McClelland with a
second in the floor exercise IS
and a third in vault i 14.951 and Ni
Hawkins with a third in the tine% en
hits (8 OW ;Ind tb, itrit Si 951
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goal The Spartans ,ne led by redshirt
tre.lunan krt.. \Idler and junior

gery done on the ligaments ot her
right knee.
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hard and has ..1111e hack." Walker
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Gault joins
bobsled team
York
Neu
PIA(I!).
I \ Is I
(Imago !Sears vuide re\
. cif et Willie Oault u as named to the
I S men"s bobsled team that will
soillikqe in the Winter Olympics that
begin Feb 13 in Calgary .

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
I
I

Every Student Is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.

We have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships.
I
lislIcrwships. grants. end loans representing over $10 billion In private
Il
sector funding
I
Many scholarships are given to students based On ask ricedeinIc
Iinterests, career plans, family heritage and place of residenc
There’s money available for students who have been newspaper car
II
Hers grocery clerks, cheerleaders non smokers
etc
I
Results GUARANTEED
I

CALL
ANYTIME

1:56676T-8h:6.6 ;I]

"Everyone is friendly."
"The people really care."
"The educational opportunities
are exceptional."

More problems have kept the
SJSU women’s basketball team from
a victory in the PCAA. losing Thursday night to UC Santa Barbara 6954.
"They were a lot bigger than us."
head coach Tina Krah said. "We
also lost Peggy Rambeau, tune of our
starters, to a twisted ankle before the
game. "
With the freshman -starter out, the
offense had to be adjusted with senior Joyce Stewart. usually at guard.
taking over Rambeau’s position at
forward.
"Santa Barbara has 6-foot -3, 6foot -2 and 6 -foot tall girls on its
team," Krah said. "We’re standing
at 5-10 and that’s not competition."
SJSU, now 1-16 overall (0-14 in
PCAAb. went into the locker room
down 36-23 at the half and had trailed by as much as 20 points during
the first half.
"We were just real tentative oflensocly." Krah said. "It seems
like eery time we go into a game,
we’re having to adjust to something.
We just fleNer are 100 percent."
Freshmen LaTasha Causey and
Dana Jones led the scoring, each
thiiwing in 12 points while Stewart
tossed in nine.
"LaTasha, when she’s healthy, is
a real power in our offense and Dana
can cieate things for us on offense,’
Krah said.
Krah said that the Spartans’ inside
game was cut off because of the sue
difference, which was evident with
center Teddi Johnson only scoring
eight points.

SPORTS
"Santa Barbara played a /one and
with all those big girls, our inside
game was gone,- Krah said "We
missed a lot of opportunities too.
The buckets just didn’t fall in ii hen

SJSU will host Nevada -Las Vegas
Thursday in the Spartan gym at 7:30
p.m. Krah’s troops will wind up
their six -game home stand on Saturday against Long Beach State.
The Spartans played UC-Irvine
Saturday night, but results were unavailable at press time. The score
will appear in Wednesday’s Spartan
Daily.

Pitcher found innocent
LAGUNA NIGUEL (API
New York Yankees’ pitcher John
Candelaria was found innocent by
a jury on a drunk -driving charge
after a one -week trial that focused
on the accuracy of a jail’s breath alcohol analysis machine.
He still faces a second charge
of driving under the influence of
alcohol, stemming from a second
arrest last spring.
Candelaria was found innocent
Thursday concerning an April Itt
arrest when the machine showed
his alcohol level at .17 percent.
Under California law a driver is
presumed under the influence of
alcohol if the blood alcohol level
exceeds .10.

Still ahead is a charge that his
alcohol level was .20 percent
when arrested May 14. At the
time, he was with the California
Angels, and left the team voluntarily to undergo a 28-day program at a counseling center.
In Candelaria’s South Orange
County Municipal Court trial, defense attorney Ernest L. Eady
contended in his final argument
that the breath machine at the
Orange County jail had maintenance problems before and after
Candelaria’s early morning arrest
in Laguna Niguel. A deputy sheriff said Candelaria failed a field
sobriety test after running a red
light.

WANT TO LEARN A
FOREIGN LANGUAGE
but can’t attend class regularly?

Try our self-paced learning programs in French, German, Hebrew, Italian, Latin, Portuguese, Russian and
Spanish. No formal classes. Take 1-5 units semester.
Work in lab or by arrangement with instructor in lab/car/home. Test, tapes, software.
New: Advanced Spanish 101 Al B1 (4-4 units).
For qualified students.

CONSIDER A
NEW CAREER
Call for a FREE catalog
regarding our Acupuncture
and Acupressure programs. Become a Doctor
of Oriental Medicine.
Day/Night, Full/PT time

BASIC SPANISH

S.F. College

96A, 96B (3 units each) VIDEO-AUDIO begin or review. Practical conversation. No formal class. Study in
lab/home.

of Acupuncture
St. Clara Campus
(408)247-5000
Call for open-house dates

\

Call 924-4602
or come to

\
.
\

Register Now
Classes start Feb 15

Foreign Languages
1i
k1
at Sweeney Hall 219
ii.r..,-.....,..........,..,-,..., ...a-.,,,,....r..,-,......aa.k.a.r.~.e...re...,,,,,.......e.e.sti.,...,..-vt

Veterans Approved
Free Treatments

MOEBIUS
French Illustrator to do
Book Signing
In conjunction with the Union Gallery Exhibit,
Spartan Bookstore is sponsoring a book
autographing in the Gallery on Tuesday,
February 2nd, at 2:30. Four volumes of his work
will be on sale @$9.95 per volume.

(
sought after by bobsledders
hii fits speed in pushing off the
sleds if as a champion hurdler ano
sprinter in Ins college days at Ten
’lessee hut missed the 1980 Summel

)I) inpics in Moscow because of tlic
ii. it
S i,ur

Manufacturing
lenentech, Inc
leader In the field of
biotechnology, is hiring Manufacturing
T ech n Ica’ Operators for Fermentation
and Product Recovery
Succeestul candidates will have 2-4
years of undergraduate education,
demonstrate e mechanical eptftude
end be able to folio* detailed written
Instructions A strong desire to work
and the ability to perform repetittve
procedures both efficiently end
accurately are oleo required.
The pr -iduclkin of targe-scale suspended cell cultures Involves the
following media and buffer prepare
hon. operation of tormenters, tittration
systems and purification columns All
operations are to be performed per
SOP while following GMP and
company Safety guidelines
ShIftwork Is required, graveyard
positions predominantly available
Genentech offers an excellent salary
and beneffts package and believes
strongly In providing opportunities for
personal growth and advancement
Please send resume to:
Kona Comiskey, Human Resources
Dept 2519, Genentech. Inc..
460 Point San Bruno Blvd.,
South San Francisco, CA 94000.
An equal opportunity employer

These are the words of nurses working at Sequoia Hospital.
We think their enthusiasm gets our point across better than
anything else we could write.
Sequoia Hospital, a general, acute-care facility, has a lot to offer
the recent graduate: preceptors who are available at all times to
provide professional and personal support, a cardiovascular
department that enjoys a growing national reputation for openheart surgery and research, a strong continuing education program that includes tuition reimbursement and paid educational leave, and a variety of exciting in-patient and out-patient
programs.

"6

But even more important is the warm, supportive atmosphere
where communication is encouraged and nurses have plenty of
opportunities for input and decision-making as it affects
patient care, as well as their own careers.

Candidates will be invited to visit a Sequoia
Hospital OPEN HOUSE in April.
Located in a suburban residential area with a small town atmosphere, Sequoia Hospital is only a short drive away from
beaches, mountains, and the shopping and cultural attractions
of San Francisco.
You are invited to submit a resume or letter of application to:
Employment Specialist, DepLSJS, Sequoia Hospital, Whipple
& Alameda, Redwood City, CA 94062.
An equal opportunity employer

Sequoia Hospital

Come view the exhibit and have Moebius
personally autograph your books. He will be
in the Student Union Gallery on Tuesday,
February 2nd at 2:30

Moebius
Student Union Gallery
Tuesday, February 2nd
2:30 pm

Autographing sponsored
by

SPARTAN

BOOKSTORE
II WWI S ow kuJoit

GENENTECH, INC.
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and San Fernando streets), Lot 7 (be
’wren Eighth and Ninth streets on
San Carlos Street), Lot II (Fifth and
San Carlos streets), and Lot 12 (Fifth
and San Carlos streets). All time
/ones are painted either green or yellow.
Other parking is available on
the upper floors of the Seventh Street
Garage, Fourth Street Garage and
Tenth Street Garage. Parking is
available to students with valid S
permit or fee.
Vehicles
parking in an area
posted "DO NOT ENTER" and/or
"AUTHORIZED SERVICE VEHI(’LES ONLY" will be cited.
Student (S) permits must be affixed to the outside lower left comer
(driver’s side) of the windshield.
Students doing business in the
Spartan Bookstore, Spartan Pub,
Cafeteria, or anywhere on campus
that requires parking in a restricted
area must pre -arrange a temporary
permit valid for a specific date and
area.
Vehicles displaying flashers in a
restricted parking area in lieu of a
alid temporary permit will be cited.
Vehicles parked in a handicapped (blue) /one without a valid
University Disabled (D) permit
and/or a valid handicapped placard
will be cited. This offense carries a
S53.00 bail.
The display of Business Card
and Notes will not be honored in lieu
of a valid temporary permit.
Students parked at SJSU Aviation/Aeronatnic, without a valid S
permit or valid temporary permit
will be cited.
Students parked in Spartan Village parking lots must display a valid
Apartment Living decal on their vehicles. Ali other vehicles will be
cited.
Students parked in Lots 14 and
18 at South Campus without a valid
temporary permit will be cited.
These are employee (Et lots.
Students parked in the grass
areas at Spartan City Shop maintenance adjacent to the Athletics building will be cited for parking in a
"NO PARKING" area.
Students displaying valid Night
(N)permits may park in any E or R
I ..ii and on the ground floors of the
South and North garages after 3:30
p.ni
Parking with an N permit be tore A:30 p.m. will result in a citation
On -campus overnight parking is
legal only on the upper levels of the
South garage and only with a valid
permit.
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Dan Sweeney - Daily stall photographe

like Furnary, Dan Duffy and Dan Tattersfield stait for customers wht
vv ill pay $2 to park all day in their backyard lot on 1 I th Street.

SJSU students seek
profit from parking
Ifs Jim Hart
Daily staff writer
A rev% SJSC students have found a
way to benefit from the parking
problems near campus.

proximated enough space tor lune
vehicles, depending on the size of
the cars. He said they hoped to bring
in at least $1(X) a month.
Joyce Berkowit/. identified by
Six residents at 383 S. 11th St. Furnary as the landlady of the residence,
was taking photegraphs Imm
have opened up their backyard parking area to frustrated motorists who across the street and in the backyard.
"I will notify my legal consulwant a convenient place to park.
"The, sneet was packed this tants," Berkowitz said, refusing furmorning,- said senior advertising ther comment.
Fumary claimed to knovv no legal
student Mike Eurnary. overlooking
the busy traffic on 1 I th Street Thurs- implications to their money -raising
idea. He also said he isn’t aware of
day.
any other residents that have at
Fumary and housemate Dan tempted to charge drivers for a park.
Duffy . also a senior majoring in ad- ing spot.
vertising, vvelcomed several motorDan Tattersfield, a senior in mar.
ists into their backyard at $3 a car.
keting and housemate of Duffy and Sea lion found shot
"We would like to buy a T.V. for Fumary. said Friday that nobody in
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - A
the house." Furnary said,
the residence had been notified by sea lion found shot to death this
’Maybe 511111e extra cash to spend the landlady. He also said that they week has raised concern that a wave
on beer.’ !hilly, added,
will continue to offer parking on of attacks in the San Francisco Bay
Funiary said they have six people Monday. even though only three area in 1987 may be starting again
living in the house, and there is cars parked in their lot Friday.
with the onset of the herring season.
plenty. ot manpower to take turns
"We want to supplement our in Ray Deiter, a Sausalito veterinarlooking over the lot
come by capitalizing on opportuni- ian who conducts autopsies on ma1 Aer in the morning, the price ties that exist in a basic supply and rine mammals, said the 500-pound
as reduced to TO a car. Eumary ap- demand sy
Tatter +field said.
adolescent male found at Fort Point
Wednesday night was the first sea
lion illegally shot this year. Fourteen
larger males were shot to death between Jan. 12 and March 3 last year.
SVIELliN. N.11
This case is being dismissed
Drug
"It starts when the herring fishing
charges have been
against based on a technicality ." Ramapo starts and it stops when the herring
entertainer Joey 11,2.0110-ton. nearly a Town Justice A11111171 FEC15011 told the season stops:* said Deiter. who beyear-and -a -halt
ler a judge ruled former actress and nightclub enter - lieves the crew of a single herring
IA her had been il- tamer
that ev idence
I think you should set boat may be responsible for the 1987
let!all% sewed
yourself suaighi "
attacks.
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Dumbar Pig and Friends

Angelo Lopez

THAT’S
DON’T WORRY
OK,
t I’M AN
ANTOINETTE’ IMPROVED DRIVER
JUST KEEP
NOW!
YOUR
ON THE OAD

SORRY I’M
LATE!
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VO414 ! WHY ARE
SKILL I HAVE IN
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HELP!
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STEEI BUN DING DEALERSHIP with
maw manuracturetsal. & engineering support Starter ads tut

Income when qualified Call David
7acher or Dick Adams at 371

nIshed

Some.,.,. taken Call
13031 75.3700. iret 2401 Wedg.
Cor Acceplance Corp . 6803 F
Hampden. Denver. Co 80224
DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now. Save your teeth. eyes
and money loo For information

STUDENT

end brochure sew AS office or
coo0081371.6011

AUTOMOTIVE
CAPRI" Needs work

5600

Call 754

0613
Si DATSUN 210." Clean $1200 1415)
968.0418
111 KAWASAKI 440 cr 9450 Carl 258.
0613
70 MONTE CARI 0" Good condition
9000 14151 965 r 611

COMPUTERS
PC-COM PC CON PC .CON"" 1E7
MAT 01 compalibNa end acces
ail.. One block from camp.
2 Call 295-1606
Spec., Vt. oft for SJSU with ID

404S 3r4 Si

COI (FOE G1131 wani.d to ilve in
Room & board free In torchange
for babyslIting Every other week
end off Cell for inbrview at 76.7751
DOWNTOWN

REAL

ESTATE

offic

needs recephonist to wort Tue
and Thurs 9-6prn during sem..
ler Good but not tall typing usgutted Prof...nal dress Cali
Ray or Sue at 296-5522
FEDERAL .STATE

CIVI1

SERVICE
Jobs 514.877463,148 yr Now hlr
Mg’ Call JOB LINE 1-516-45936.1 F404 for Into 24HR

ISSSFOODSFRVERS, COOKS. HOST
ESS CASHIERS. and busboys
Marie
Callen..
Is
Ph..
looking for new. enthusiastic
workers lo loin our .ern Apply al
2831 Merid.n Ave or cell 2697t30 for appointment
GREAT PART-TIME opportunity. Gain
eperienc
and earn money by
working on Forlune 500 comps.
.as
marketing programs on
campus 3-4 fleortPe firs
week Coil I800.571.1540’

each

HIRING. Government robs your.’..
515.00051311030 Cell (607) 838
5855.001 5250

FOR SALE
GOVERNMENT HOMES from $100 III
repair) Eoreclosures taw slewed
more. For current REPO
homes
list cell (refundeble1
3546..1 H404. 24 hrs

4863

T5117459-

QUEEN MATTRESS SET firm Still In
used.
never
plastic
original
S185" Bunkhod set enlanress
proleci condition $200 Coo any
lime. Mlle et 9964872
WATERBED QUEEN SIZE Ills into
e nv im yel big enough lob Iwo 1
yr . $100 281 460400.0

HELP WANTED
ASSISTANT tomer) for horn. day
care center Pen l tome, $3 hr Cell
Carmen at /75 8635, nr SJSU
CAREER OPPORTUNITY with 3rd
largest insurance I ompany We
need reliable stable people Inter

METAI BUN DING
MANUFACTURER &el.-Ong build

INTERNATIONAL

el dealer in some open we.
High potential protil In our growth
Industry WedgCor Acceptance
Corp 8800 F Hampden Denver
Co 60274 Cali 13031759-3200.01
2403
WINTOSH LITERATE person needed
to,
smell desktop publisher
Hassle ...environment. very est
prat.. hrs Gregg at 2540724
PIANIST

RFOUIRED

to,

Saturday

Feb 6th privet. party tor Golden
Wedding Anniversary 6-9 pm,
preferably razz enthusiast Ploas.
call 377.5063.0..
RECEPTIONIST CI FRO NMI typing.
filing
phones for smell lain of
lice

30 6,50k

Cell Maureen at

748-0464
RESEARCH ASST

parttime

De..

SECURITY

Of

PROCESS
PT .curlly 0111.
cors all shifts FT PT evening
pos.*. servers We will train
Apply In person Mon -Fri 9M
4PM 760 Meridian Ave S J .266

SERVERS"

E1E7/13

5180
SMAI I
OFFICE RETAIL
establish
moot needs phone answerers Re bald atmosphere teens 0411.6
b. hours Stove al 996-9872

dai

Sheila Neal

SUICIDErf

PIIIRM
ARE
YOU

CRAZY?!

SUICIDE IS A
PRIVANONT
soonloNv
A " MWY
PR8L6141

IF i 40S
CRAZY .

1

roiftigITIT?

.

\

/

(-=1:’

r

STEEL BUILDING DEALERSHIP with
moptr menutiw1UrerSaleit& Env
neerIng support Starter ads fur
nisi+. Some OOOOO taken Cali
1303) 759-3700.E. 2401 Wedg
Cm Acceptance Corp 6800
Hampden Denver Co 80274
TELEMARKETING

FOR

F

SJSU AREA VICTORIAN charm. 5
rooms office apartment space
Shared housing. skylight.. reer
parting 52904424. call 797.2940
I LARGE ROOM for rent 9300m0 &
SISO dep
utilities mci 155 S
17th St ash for Mr B

S1 OCK

BROKER. Parr lime eves SEW
day. 57 SO hr Salary
bonus
Call Marty Diamond at Shearson
L Omen Brothers. 947-2256

PERSONALS

THE SAN JOSE SYMPHONY seeks Cl
ticulate. ~perk per...Mies
for fundreisIng & season promo
lion Hrly wage

commissions
Call flea Mon.Fri al 787.7383
WORK IN JAPAN" Individuals with
degree and or crp.rlence in elec.
tronlc

Sint

business fundraising

VIKTOR tind-Distr) 14081
270-3774 and or 51471 1

oppty

SERVICES

bikini tummy rnoullitache 010
IS’. discount to students and roc
ully Call before May 31 1988 and
get your Iirsi &poi at 1 2 price
Unwonted Hair Dosappear With
My Core Gwen Crwigren OF
559-3500. 1645 S Bascom C
Nair Today Gone Tomorrow
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS and noun.
sating in Sunnyvale area Call
732.3733
problems
Meth
solved. tutoring by phone at any
level Sessions 1 410 1 hour Gall
14151796-0197
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
have piens with quality coverage
41 anordeble prices Call Mark Fil
Ice, Washington National ins,.
an. 14081 943,9190 for no ob11
gation quote
PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Dell,. Michel formerly of StSJS
You ea got the party wri ve got

I II SIS SHANNON" I luv y tons end
will always uppori you"
Its
worth the wart’ uv. ’CBS

A At SECRETARY with computer
Close Id school Avalleble nigh,
and day Rush robs arro my speci
silty Call Pam et I 40e) 725.

SECRET (unadvertised) HAIR & SKIN
seittrealmenis now here thru
your nehvort frOrn 40 yr European

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT letter qualify
11Ccure0y guaranteed Acadern.

cation Services, Shin Talso Bldg .
10.7. Dogentak 2.chome Shi
buyishu. Tokyo 150. Japan Into,
matron on the positron will be
sent after receiving a detailed re
Sum* and photograph

HOUSING
EARN WHII F YOU I EARN. Elne old
brie home alternative to apt hm
rental Call Ernie et 371.1664 or

.40044, dim

instructor

prowls
welcome
Qualify guaranteed On campus
pickup delivery Call 14081 274
3664 (leave message)

academic

busingss

legal word
Tenn papers

Students recerve a discount with
ID Access 014.761.4962 Onto,

dist. storage. SPFLCHEK punc
luotion. grammar assistance All

Teresa

work guarant.0 For that proles

Proorreadong.

011ing

available

Reasonable fetes Cell Anne 57E6539 ISen Jowl
WORD

Thesis speclalisis Also term pa.
pers manuscripts screenplays,
repetitrve letters. Iran
Fr. SPEi CHEK. copy
turn.
disc storage trick

resumes
scriplIon
edit.
around

sional quirt( & dependable worry
tree service at its best with F
FORDABLE RATES call PAM at
247-2611 (Santo Clara) STUDENT

Santa Clara

Call

246-

9125
EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
Term papers SI 75 p dbl sp and
proofed Small busi.sl letters
malting lists. flyers newsletter.

T v PING
RESUMES
WRITING Ray
ere...’ service 40 years epe
rience
Came(
Consultations
Seminars MI rob ereas CaroP.
243-4070
Center
SJSU T VSUST 2 bilis or, cernpus
Wordproressrornq storage fror
turnaround very qu,ck The wors
Is glIerellreed

once serving SJSU faculty and
students All work guaranteed
Specializing in word perfeci sod
word Call PJ at 923.2309

TYPING."
Call

spa,,.

OFASONARIF
PTTI al
r 404

RA TF 5"
246 5611

Santa Clara area
WORDPROCESSING

REPORTS

Ws. resumes manuscripts legal
Edlting available Have two de
gr.& ReasOnable r ales Cali cry

LUCID EDITORIAI SERVICE Typing "
writing mist.... Wrung. typin.
Lest
of Worts, theses. etc
printer Atrordebie, accurate dependable Only 12 minutes from

5r25 dill

pogo Contact FEN at 398 ’135

FACULTY DISCOUNTS.
L ASFRJET OUTPUT ..... or .peri

PROCESSING

I OW qualtry printers
check
Compairrive rates 735-8845 r Suer
Sunnyvale

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
processIng needs
reports resumes. letters group
prowcts manuals theses. etc All
academic formals
APA Free

DO IT WRITE’ Word processing. 20
years experience resumes let.
Nos marling lists books. articles

enced protessronai roping SPIV
Ice to, term papers group pro
facts and misr reports Resumes
and cover fetters Free sparring

1329

worm

PROCESSING .r0

papers

reports
i.e.
resumes
en
Escel quality quick iurnaround
Call us and compare Frerno".

campus Pickup avertable Sally el
2514865

41S-857-2943

NEED NEI dTTT Call SOS"F po

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces lot each line)
I

I

1.111

1141

1

111/11114.1111,1122111

.

5025 225.9009

Print Name

Ad Rates

Address_

Minimum three lines on one day

edvenIsIng leNNOrnrriunIC011ens.
education elementary education

aspen to employees or mayor corporations government minisir4s
should mite to internelional Fehr

.,.as

TYPING

Confidential
335 5
Haywood
Ac., San Jose, call 247-1408 for

Pi.rmacY S.
buSInNa man
engineering,

and tile travel industry inierested
In toechIng English for on year in

71414A:6:11.e’R
ia
4-TE.s

iii

;C.

PA FORMAT term paper. thesis welcomed 10 years typing word pro.
ceasing .perience Leiter quality
priming Very compel... rales

et reaeonable rates Csii Desiree
or Phil at 249.2520 or 972 7359

CLINIC""
UNWANTED HAIR removed forever

& elocirlcol engitwering.

curdles finance
egemnl. real

wise college grads So call us
with papers repOrtS. the., tea
per laity so tem.) etc at 251.0449

ISO music’ Michel Produclrons
provides wide varhrly of music
for your wedding. party or dance

ELECTROLYSIS

appointment

typrng our speciality Fr. proo
Ting disk storage
ReaSOnable
We re test dependable grimmer

ENTERPRISE

MATH -PHONE

CAPTAIN MORGAN Is SHIPWRECKED
at THETA CHI- Friday rebus.

INs Call Ernie PM’s unit at 9682514257

-

CAN I

Classified
lab

5Th"
TEIEMARKETING SALES" Wedging
distance in campus Comroriabl
surrounding* Choose your own
hours Advancement opporlunl

I DON’T
’JAW lb

A1-1-

APE
- T N
PRWILEN15 TENIKRARY.
16114VARY.F114*-645 FVAPLIVIOVSRIVIVer
ROT IF if
tiappopLOYIND
IS A PERAINIERT
li

FltoetEm
\-..

,

.

How
00
you KNow
Ark
y

.,_

Close SJSU. 798-7068
ROOMS for rent. I arge Milpitas home.
shared util Call
8780-8300
Cisco al 735-3803 945-8770

AGEOCiris

ROWE

Isaac Newt

PRETTY OWE VICTORIAN no 5320
rho
ifIll Hardwd hr, trplce.
Dry vary dr TV.
stereo micro retro dshwshr hlr
No souk. pet Drive way.park

’MAT

WILIEP

V/
1

251.3259

French wind

TYE

A 5E0E5 CF FIC1/4,441..

FOE

400c,E

ri. .02RT

cLeityci.se Loc./

EAST SAN JOSE -2 rooms, Includes
h itch.. utilities 8250 & 9/00
Colley.

LY

0141.,

249-5100

FT

WELL,
04.1. HONESTY, rr
nom ernovo. 173 wkaA FICTIONAL ..ozp
useD AS A 7TItE
ill

ABSOLL-TEE Y N3 BOWING

BARE IT Al L’ Stop shaving, wanIng
tweezing or using chemical depth
tories Let we permanently to.
moue your unwanted hair Whin

PHO student from Psyc Sec held
Coil .o.. 7944792

Ye,’ NUJ
"-STU
,
Overt

(> )

Drug charges dismissed

Classified

5.,

CAIM

flf(51 MOO Of IA/SINE’S {Vivi
A (4V4M6tOU5 VOTE ON THE
rOitIRREIIIIV5IVE RAP DAN
TREATY’ AVP The 5110,7 Qie,
TION Of VERIFICATION

__

City 8, State
I
I
I
I
I
1

One
Tyro
Day
Days
$435 ’
3 t Ines $355
4 Lines $435 $515
$600
5 Lines $515
$680
6 Lines $595
Each Additional Line Add 5

Three
Days
5.475
$555
$635
$7 15
BO

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

Flea
Days
$520
$600
$680
$760

Extra
E
Day
$ 90
$105
$120
$135

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 L ineS $55 00
5-9 l Ines $40 00
15 Plus lines $70 00
Phone: 924-3277

Enclosed is $

_For_

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

7,p

Ones_

[lays

Classitted Desk Located Outside 0851208
Hours IDIOM to 3 30P IA
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

InaaYowa.MmanalIm
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Monday. February I. 1988..Spartan Da il

Connection unsupported

Dan Sweeney
Pari

ilics I r Iii s.t

Witnese ()titside Duncan Hall said it sounded like a car crash
can Hall
iii

ierlitii

hun

Couple pays up
S Vs: I 1 \DK() 1
It h.lii ii .ind
lie John1.04)01..001er.
son ale nem Is
bin iie lam.thed all the 5)ii)
the liank
m
and Mini
Hie
all;eiet1 h!,
1.11111 %I a. poor
hat tiic
treatment mei .1 II oan, 1201
es en k III HIM iI.ns h \ pa % ’ITT
It the whie III lilt: bills.
v.11111 lies uuiiitI ii .1 %bite
hi
...in%
.111.1
Weston I ull.11lt iii Saings
flank In ileath Fiemont
The couple ciiii.idererl
till
lenianum.
the
s Hour 4K in pennies. hilt
I leined mit it v.ittild vhtliil
iii hill s.11111 pounds
"1 ,i iii lit1 I’d break tue
Sits
leep I .is
nut lor.
101111.0n said

,,

afternoon.

itnes.es thought the had heaid
.1 ...Ai .iceirlent and then the sa,i the’
man Int!,?. on the ground. A1111,0;211
no of f icial statement was as ailable
as to the nian’s condition. !messes
k.t the man um, still hreadmip tk lien
Santa Clara ( ’otint patamedics
ri ed He %\ as then taken to San fosg
Hospital 5,, lie re he tt is pi onotmced
dead at 503 p ni

11

fT

night.

I lie

Mall. s

ltlelliil

5’

still UllklIONI) pC116.IIIIV the twill Ica
lion of nest of kin. said a spokesii, ,
from the Santa Clata Count
tie?
Stwanne 1)e Loily

Hundreds of employers visit
San Jose State University each year
to interview graduating students for
anticipated openings in their oganizations. IF you will graduate in Ma \
or August 1988 you are eligible to
participate in the program. The
deadline to participate in series III is
Feb. 4. For additional information
and to pick up a registration packet
contact:

Career Planning
and Placement Center
Building Q

111011C \
lii

this

Register now for the
ON CAMPUS
IN ERVIEW PROGRAM.

lie alsolaiilitd the bank
lost nack of their paittents
harassing them foi
and

.41

’Hie l’iiiersit Police 1)epartment
i%ill ielease the official statement
this morning. Thc report should ;Jar
it,
healer the’ inao lumped or fell
and his cause 11 .! Ali
pits’. nine lii
.A1 Spanaii

GRADUATING STUDENTS

sit % as. a teller had to
iiitL oeitime to count the
dollar hills phis the
Airs Johnson tikhed out
,I het !locket.
Richard Johnson. 30. said
..redit people at Western Fi
11.111..1.11 54% tugs. v.hicli Ii
naiked the couple’s Jeep Clic
iokee I S 1110111h, ago. had lven
tilde and helligeient.’

lie

needed on low pesticides used ne.tt SI.
Farland in the early I 9/40. %shell mosi
the childhood cancers occurred.
Those chemicas were identified as di
noseb. a herbicide used on grapes and al
!minds: dinitrophenol. int insecticide used
to contol mites and fungus. dimethoatc.
and fenbutatinoxide. Uses of the latici
two materials were not listed.
The state said complete toxicological
information is not available on the low
chemicals at this time, but studi.es tie
under way. Dinoseb and dinitioplienal.
which are chemically suiuiui,ii, were
banned in 1986 because dinoscb was
linked tel reproductive problems.
The report dismissed nitrates in McFar
land’s drinking water and radio waves
from a nearby Voice of America transmit
ter as possible causes of the cancers.
State health ()Metals esamined up to 60
chemicals in preparing this report. Dr.
Raymond Neutra. chief of the epidemio
plogical section. said earlier
This is the first report to locos mite can
cer study on just a few chemicals, added
Beverly Paigen. a resealcher in ens iron
mental toxicology. with Children’s Hospi
tat in Oakland.

ilk. life of an unidentified SJS11. male student ii Iii fell triiuui I )1111Call Ilall. lie was later pronounced dead.

SJSU student falls to his death
’iIsle11111

Daily staff pnotographe

McFARLAND LAP)
A connection
researchers consider shun between the
high number of cancer cases among children in McFarland and fathers who work
on farms was cited Friday in a new state
report on pesticide use in the area.
Eighty percent of the fathers of cancer
victims said they worked in the fields ’in
the time interval between three months
before pregnancy and the date of diagnosis of the child’s cancer.- the stale Health
Services Department said.
Among a control group of children who
do not have cancer. only 45 percent have
fathers who were field workers, the report
added.
’This is of borderline statistical significance and will be investigated further."
the department added in a news release.
In the past decade, at least 12 McFarland children have contracted nine different types of cancer, according to Kassy
Edgingion. a state health services
spokeswoman. Six have died.
Ms. lidgingion said the number of
childhood cancers in this Central California community of 6,500 residents is triple
that statistically expected for a city McFarland’s siaie.
The new report said more study is

linall got .1
’Iii.in .0 her hank hi pa
the ii teututul loan
10lins011,

(Next to the

Busit,-..

(408)924-6010

The
Critical
Edge

Deadline for 1988-1989
Budget Request Forms
And 3 Year Budget Projection
Plan is January 29, 1968. The
A.S. Budget Committee will Begin
Budget Request Hearings on
February 5 Thru March 18 (Monday and Friday Only). If You
Have Any Questions, Please
Contact:

INTERNSHIPS
Designed For
Your Success
London
Spring & Fall Semesters
Summer Internships
Feature Film Project
Courses & Internships
for College Credit:
Old Bailey, Parliament.
Lloyds, barristers.
solicitors. museums.
newspapers. theater.
BBC, public relations.
banking, government

Sha Ron Lewis, A.S. Director
of Business Affairs at 924-6240

Israel
Work & Study Tour
Contact Janet Kollek JD Dit
American Auocistion
01 Overseas Studies
158 West 81 St No 11.’
New York, NY 10024
Toll free 800-M-BRIT
In NY State 212-724-0604

Or

Jean Lenart, A.S. Business
Administrator at 924-6200

SPARTAN
ST-IOPS
IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
FOR THE 1988 SPRING SEMESTER

The .
onnechon
SPAIRTAN IBAIKIEIRY
MON-FR!:

6:45 AM-11:00

AM

,a5pmbo
*--m’arIcountariiu

Think
Big.
Think
Future.
Think
Varian.

With Fortune SIM stauus. worldwide operations and 12.000
cmploveys. Varian Associates is considered to he .nuel-sizeid. And that,
line VC prefer to think hig in terms ii athit’semeni In communica
IIons medicine defense science and semiconductor., our pyrformance
foals that if (inns far larger Far exampk we se won &seem*
I hveloprnent magazine, I R 100 Award for product innovation NS

MON-THURS:
FRIDAY:

6:45 AM-9:00PM
645 AM -7:30 PM

I Ink’s

%inning "ants "infirm, what we :Wrath know Our innovati,
wg
arkA
nnifesmonal aft. making wehnolo s
re
ht
- in
m equip
Lancer
advant ed gallium anion& devices i impute? control strategies
tar high
iscer saICIIIIC ground IAllorls and other meaningful applie
’sins %facto driven we’re AIN ass thinking about tomorrow
possihili
its And, with group envininments sited far action we excel at
taming pa...Millie, into realities
there’s ninth mom to tell about the insiilvement. vaihilits and those
career apportwime, that Aaron 4fliers business and to hill ,
grzilliates
And wed like to tell sou in prison
so if sou hasi Ng plans for sour future think Altman %awn, sza ’Me
State I =pus Manager will discus, professional opportunities at i our
presentatitin
Tuesday. March I. mem
at 12:30 p.m.
In the Costanoan Room.

THEROOSTC1s.
MON-THURS:
FRIDAY:

11:00
11:00

AM -9:00 PM
AM -7:30 PM

SPARTAN PUB
MON-WED:
THURSDAY:
FRIDAY:

11:00 AM -11:30 PM
AM-I2:30 PM
AM -10:30 PM

11:00
11:00

All are %vie-amyl tintampus interviews will he held tin Friday.
March 4
anew sour campus I artier Planning & Placement Office. Bldg Q, for
more information about Varian irr forward your resume to Varian Cmporaw (Akio Ittilainink fill Hansen Way. F-130/NP. Palo Alto, CA
94400 UV are an equal importunity employer

varian@

FIND A JOB NOW!!
We offer flexible hours on campus!

Innovative People Making itchnology Work

Applications Available At All Spartan Shops Food Service Registers.

